The classic anime film Btx is now available in the Tagalog language. It features three stories of different lengths, all revolving around a central theme, which speaks to many Filipinos who have had or are having difficult times. With the Tagalog audio and English subtitles, this anime film has become an unforgettable Filipino cultural treasure. An animated short that reached international acclaim with
its premiere at Cannes Film Festival back in 1997, Btx is now available with Tagalog audio and English subtitles. This movie is perfect for children as well as adults alike - it reaches back into our cultural heritage for its theme and layers deep messages on top of lighthearted storytelling, making it timeless yet relevant for all ages. The three separate stories are "Buidnap" (built on the foundation of the
first short film Buidnap, 1997), "Monkichi Atbp." (a collection of the first four shorts - Monkichi, 13th Floor, Taranchiki and Barakamon) and "Nabubulok" (these stories are already published in the novel Monochrome Tokyo). Buuidnap tells us a story of a boy named Buidnap who is abandoned by his mother. He grows up within an orphanage and later lives on the streets. This leads to him meeting
several people who will influence his life forever - one of which is Father Vicente or Ogin. It's funny, it's sad, it's thoughtful. Monkichi, 13th Floor is like a prequel to Buidnap. It tells the story of Monkichi who lives in the thirteenth floor of an apartment building; he makes friends with his neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Nishikawa who later on adopt him into their family. He faces several challenges that
test his perseverance and will to stay positive amidst poverty and violence - but together with his true friends, he succeeds in finding hope in life once more. Barakamon follows the story of Seishu Handa who was forced to move away from Tokyo because of various incidents that led to his expulsion from art school there. Seishu moved to the country side and is now a monk in a Zen temple. Here he
makes friends with his elderly caretaker from nearly twenty years ago, Mr. Tanabe, also known as Monkichi in Monochrome Tokyo. He meets a beautiful woman named Asai who may be the reincarnation of his lost lover, and unbeknownst to him, she is a journalist who is writing a book about him. About Btx The classic anime film Buidnap is now available in the Tagalog language. It features three
stories of different lengths, all revolving around a central theme, which speaks to many Filipinos who have had or are having difficult times. With the Tagalog audio and English subtitles, this anime film has become an unforgettable Filipino cultural treasure. An animated short that reached international acclaim with its premiere at Cannes Film Festival back in 1997, Buidnap (also known as Btx) is
now available with Tagalog audio and English subtitles. This movie is perfect for children as well as adults alike - it reaches back into our cultural heritage for its theme and layers deep messages on top of lighthearted storytelling, making it timeless yet relevant for all ages. The three separate stories are “Buidnap” (built on the foundation of the first short film Buidnap, 1997), “Monkichi Atbp.
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